NCIS Interviews of Afghan “victims”,
NCIS Agents testified that the Afghan statements were “consistent.”
The following statements from Afghan locals contain numerous reports of mainly men being shot by the
Marines medium (7.62mm) and heavy (.50 caliber) machine gun systems, the separate reports that were
submitted to Col Nicholson’s 3rd Brigade/10th Mountain Division for solatia payments had much different
names which were mainly of women, children and elderly who were killed.

1. Vol 4, Binder 1, pg 0017: Sultan Mohammad, Afghan civilian: Indicated that his tribal elder told
him to come in and be interviewed if anyone was a witness to an incident in Bati Kot. Stated,
“that the jeep (Haji Liwani’s) had been hit by more than twenty (20) bullets.
2. Vol 4, Binder 1, pg 0036: Contact with the Achin District Elders and Leaders. The elders all
appeared to recall the shooting and they all stated they knew someone who had been
victimized in some manner, however, none initially could provide a name of the victim/witness
or how to locate them.
3. Vol 4, Binder 1, pg 223: Rahman Gul (Afghan Local, media reporter who was on scene and
initially said he didn’t witness explosion and shooting but later says he did and was injured by
the shooting). Statement says he asked NCIS agent over the phone 3 times if he would be
additionally compensated for his injury. When the NCIS agent stated that he was there for an
investigation, Rahman Gul simply hung up the phone.
4. Vol 4, Binder 1, pg 314: Mohammad Khan (Afghan daily laborer), told to come to the PRT by his
village elder. Told that 5 minutes after the explosion the ANA had arrived. Khan also stated that
his cow had been shot twice in the neck during the incident and died one month later. Upon
further questioning Khan stated that his cow was inside his house and also admitted that
there were no bullet holes in his house and that he did not report his cow’s death to his village
elder.
5. Vol 4, Binder 1, pg 322: Ziaudin (Afghan local), told to come to the PRT by his village elder. On
several occasions throughout the interview Ziaudan gave conflicting accounts of what he
reportedly observed.
6. Vol 4, Binder 1, pg 357: Abdul Wali, (Afghan local), stated he began to hear gunfire when he was
struck in the back by a bullet on the right side just below his bottom rib, a second time in his
right thigh and a third bullet struck him in the right heel. Wali stated he believed Americans
were the ones firing at him although he had not personally seen anyone shooting.
7. Vol 4, Binder 1, pg 425: Elyas (Afghan local), stated that his tribal elder told him to come in and
be interviewed. Elyas stated the HUMVEEs were firing in all four directions out of the windows.

8. Vol 4, Binder 2, pg 460: Interview of Zarman (Afghan local), he personally saw the 5 bullet
wounds in his father’s back and exit his father’s stomach. His father died from these wounds 3
days after the second solatia ceremony which Zarman attended on 24 May 2007, Zarman had
not received any solatia payment due to not having any medical receipts.
9. Vol 4, Binder 2, pg 484: Abdul Rabi (Afghan Local), told by his Tribal Elder to interview. Stated
that he saw 10-15 people get out of the HUMVEEs and start firing. Stated that the Marines
stayed on the Spin Pul Bridge for about 2 hours. Stated he saw 50-60 bullet holes in the Land
Cruiser.
10. Vol 4, Binder 2, pg 497: Fazal Rahman (afghan local), claims he was shot in the buttocks, and
subsequent review of medical records indicated that he was treated for lacerations and debris
removal from the face.
11. Vol 4, Binder 2, pg 513, Pasoon (Afghan Local), stated that the HUMVEEs began to direct fire
towards the police station and other vehicles. Pasoon saw a “Corolla” shot and shattered the
left front door window and the right rear window, but the 5 passengers were not injured.
12. Vol 4, Binder 2, pg 577, Mohammed Anoor (Afghan Local), saw 3 soldiers exit the jeeps but did
not fire.
13. Vol 4, Binder 2, pg 640, Lal Chapoor (Afghan local), told NCIS Reporting Agent Michael A.
McDaniel that some Afghans had lied and thus made it difficult in reporting the truth.
14. Vol 4, Binder 2, pg 650, Capton Menah Nak (Afghan Local), Menah Nak initially said he saw
“everything” then he changed his story. He said he saw the Marines dismount.
15. Vol 4, Binder 2, pg 663, Hyder (Afghan taxi driver) stated that he was burned on the back of his
right shoulder from the fire of one of the bullets which the NCIS Agents RA and SA Graham
revealed no evidence of injury. Further, he claimed that all side windows of the car were shot
out, all car doors were shot, the rearview mirror casings were shattered, and the car’s engine
was struck and incapacitated, however none of the car’s five occupants were struck.
16. Vol 4, Binder 2, pg 796, Mohammad Yousef (Afghan Local), stated that he did not see any loud
explosion that day. But that his cows sustained a gunshot wound, and couldn’t name any
witnesses to support his claim, also he never told the Village Elder.
17. Vol 4, Binder 2, pg 809 Matiullah stated he then saw the Americans firing their weapons.
Which conflicts with Matuillah’s statement in Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 12 stating that he saw the
Americans waving at cars to move but never saw the SVBIED detonate nor the Americans
shooting.
18. NCIS Introductory Volume, Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission stated on
page 4 of their investigation that 7 journalists, representing 8 different media outlets
complained that the US Marines and Afghan forces confiscated their equipment to delete any
images stored and forbid them to continue their work at the IED site.
19. Vol 1, Binder 1, pg 501: Inconsistent reports at the hospitals with the number of WIA and KIA.
Reports appear to be forced and don’t match police reports.
20. Vol 1, Binder 2, pg 739: US Army Specialist Gustavo Daniel Paredsmejia , of the 66th MP stated
he emptied the trash out that had brass from the 4 March ambush inside of the trash can into
the dumpster.

21. Vol 1, Binder 2, pg 819: Interview with Soltan Mohammad, ANP Criminal Investigation Division in
JBAD HQ stated that 5 investigators from his Division responded, stated 11 Afghans were killed.
When asked if he was aware if any evidence was recovered from the scene of the vehicles, he
responded in the negative. He could not provide much information in regards to victims other
than which is contained in the official ANP report. That same day of 6 May, 2007 NCIS
interviewed Major Abdul Ghani, from the same ANP Criminal Investigation Division in JBAD HQ,
he revealed he seized several shell casings from the vehicles (where Soltan Mohammad from
his same division told NCIS that same day that no evidence was removed from the vehicles).
22. Vol 1, Binder 2, pg 923-924: Sharif, a former Afghan military Commander, and eyewitness told
NCIS and 66th MP that he was standing 300 meters west of the gas station he saw MSOC shoot 3
vehicles. Sharif said that the 1st HMMWV used a slingshot to launch a projectile.
23. Vol 1, Binder 2, pg 928: Dr Aslam states that the University Hospital normally receives patients
during emergencies but this did not happen on March 4th 2007.
24. Vol 2, Binder 2, pg 929: Asif (taxi driver) stated that he showed NCIS his injury on his foot and
asked how he could receive compensation, he said that he had only self treated his wound
from medicines at the Mar Koh Bazaar.
25. Vol 1, Binder 2, pg 936: Interview with Najeeb, a 1st year student at Nangahar Univ. said he saw
a person in the 1st vehicle using hand and arm signals waving drivers off of the roadway. 2nd US
vehicle threw rocks and 3rd vehicle was shooting and his corolla was shot and his brother
received a scratch in the face from a bullet and Najeeb was hit with a bullet in the upper left
arm which was removed at the Ghunikill Hospital. Also stated that he never heard an explosion.
26. Vol 1, Binder 1, pg 483: Tour Gul, Afghan WIA, stated that the 3rd HMMWV shot his vehicle and 4
passengers WIA, 1 with a wounded thumb.
27. Vol 1, Binder 1, pg 491: Askar Khan – says 1 round hit him on the forehead and another took
off three of his fingers.
28. Vol 1, Binder 1, pg 491: Faridullah states he was shot, he then heard more gunfire then it
stopped, then he heard the loud explosion.
29. Vol 1, Binder 1, pg 493: Abdul Wali stated that he was shot and hit on the right side of the
kidney.
30. Vol 1, Binder 2, pg 802: Galaludin said one of his sons died and buried in Pakistan, his wife was
shot in the right arm and son shot in the left leg both were in a Pakistan Hospital for 10 days.
31. Vol 1, Binder 2, pg 918: Akram stated he was aware of a report of a woman who lost her fingers
from the gunfire while she was holding her baby.
32. Vol 2, Binder 1, pg 11: Babrak Toafiq claimed that the 3rd vehicle in the convoy opened fire on
his vehicle, from a distance of 50 meters, resulting in damage to the headlight, hood and
windshield. Stated that 1 passenger received grazing gunshot wound to the left foot.
33. Vol 2, Binder 1, pg 12: Nangyali said that he sustained a grazing wound to the right side of his
neck.
34. Vol 2, Binder 1, pg 12: Zamir said that gunners from vehicle 2 and 3 opened fire on his vehicle
from a distance of 5-6 meters, resulting in the Driver Asifullah was struck in the left heel by a
bullet.

35. Vol 2, Binder 1, pg 12: Tahsel stated the 1st HMMWV opened fire and shattered his windshield
injuring his eyes and face, and he believed his head was grazed by a round.
36. Vol 2, Binder 1, pg 18: Alif Khan stated he heard the Americans fire two shots and the convoy
passed without further incident.
37. Vol 2, Binder 1, pg 19: Khan said that the convoy fired at his taxi and he was struck in the left
ankle.
38. Vol 2, Binder 1, pg 23: Mohammad said that he located Haji Qommandan uninjured inside the
Prado.
39. Vol 2, Binder 1, pg 163: Malik Samander Khan, is the village Elder of Shobziani village, Bati-Kot
District, “Kahn further stated the Americans were Acting crazy and he thought they might be
drunk.
40. Vol 2, Binder 1, pg 210: Golsamm was outside his home which is adjacent to and just west of the
Haji Jamil Pump station in the Mar Kot District (just across the street from the Prado). He stated
he heard the explosion and he saw and heard the convoy fires their weapons. He stated all the
vehicles were firing but couldn’t provide details as to exactly which location they were firing
at. Golsamm did say that the convoy never stopped on the road but rather continued traveling
westbound on Hwy 1. Golsamm also stated that his vehicle was shot, and his tires were shot
out. He then said that his car had been repaired and is currently in Harat near the Afghanistan
– Iranian border. He said that he did receive some compensation but it was not enough to
cover the entire cost of his repairs. (NCIS confirmed that there is no proof of car or damage to
car, due to car being not observed).
41. Vol 2, Binder 1, pg 213: Toafiq (a cab driver) was driving his cab in Bati Kot and stated that the
convoys 3rd HMMWV shot (he stated 3 times in the interview that he was shot by the 3rd
HMMWV) his car 15 times (in the headlight, hood and windshield). When asked if Toafiq or any
of the other eight passengers were injured he said only the adult male was injured and his injury
only consisted of a grazing wound to his foot. Stated that his car was still being repaired as of 11
May and that he could bring it in later. (NCIS confirmed that there was no proof of car or
damage to car, due to car being not observed).
42. Vol 2, Binder 1, Pg 218: Nangyali stated he was driving a cab that was hit with gunfire from the
first vehicle and that he received a grazing wound to the neck from a bullet. He additionally
stated that his vehicle had been repaired and that it was currently being used in Mar Koh for
public transportation. (NCIS confirmed that there was no proof of car or damage to car, due to
car being not observed).
43. Vol 2, Binder 1, pg 224: Zamir, stated that HMMWVs # 2 and #3 fired at his car from 5-6 meters
away and shot his car several times in the left front tire as well as the front hood. He additionally
stated that one of the passengers Asifullah was wounded in the left heel. In paragraph #6 it
continues to state that the NCIS RA found a large hole in the “DRIVER’S” left foot rest, which
conflicts with the earlier statement that the passenger Asifullah was shot in the left heel.
44. Vol 2, Binder 1, pg 228: Tahsel stated that the 1st HMMWV opened fire from about 100 meters
(1st HMMWV had a M2 - .50 cal Heavy Machine Gun), Tahsel stated that the bullets impacted his
front windshield and injured his face and eyes, as well as he believed that one of the bullets
grazed the right side of his head.

45. Vol 2, Binder 1, p324: Sedaqat (driver of a taxi) stated his car was shot multiple times by the
HMMWVs but that he had replaced all the damage that occurred to his vehicle (he claims his
vehicle was shot in the headlight, battery, and engine). He as well had no proof of any damage
to his vehicle and said on 18 May 2007 that it had been completely repaired.
46. Vol 2, Binder 1, pg 373-374: Mangar reported that he was shot by either the 2nd or the 3rd
HMMWV, he stated that he was shot by 3 bullets in the upper left arm and upper left back (this
would be in the vicinity of his heart with a 7.62mm round, creating tremendous damage and
severe blood loss to the heart and lungs). Mangar additionally stated that two other people in
his taxi were also wounded. One passenger shot in the neck and another passenger shot in the
head, though Mangar states that neither wound to the passengers was serious (from a
7.62mm to the head). Mangar after being shot in the left arm and left back (over the heart by a
7.62mm) exited his taxi and had the presence of mind to remember that two people in the car in
front of him were also shot (one killed and another survived), Mangar claims that for some
reason he could remember that the individuals in the car in front of him were from the
Shakardara District of Kabul, but that when asked Mangar could not remember the names or
any details of the passengers in his own taxi that were also shot, prior to him being shot 3
times.
47. Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 208-210: Afzal Wali Shar: who works at the Jaji Khail Pump Station (gas
station) and was pumping gas during the 4 March ambush. NCIS’s RA asked for Shar’s account
and he stated that he heard gunfire but didn’t see who was firing. He stated he heard, “two or
three gunshots”, and when asked to clarify if he heard the sounds of single shots or automatic
gunfire he clarified he heard single shots. Again in paragraph #10 Shar clairifed that he only
heard 2-3 single shots but never saw who fired the shots. Shar continued in paragraphs #5-6 to
talk about a Blue Corolla that was at his pump (which had allegedly taken casualties from
another account), Shar stated that the vehicle and its passengers were not injured. Shar
additionally stated in paragraph #7 that the white hatchback taxi across the road with yellow
stripes (which had allegedly taken casualties from another account), had 2-3 people standing
outside it and that all of the people seemed fine and also that the vehicle was not disabled nor
being towed. Also in Vol 2, Binder 1, pg 447-448 Khail Mohammad (the owner of the Haji Khail
pump station), a former Commander who fought against the Soviets, stated that when he heard
the shooting he went inside a room behind the pump station for safety and stayed there for two
hours. When Mohammad came out he stated that he saw two Corollas that were, “shot by the
Americans”, he said he knew one person had been killed in one of the Corollas and that brain
matter was in the vehicle. This story is vastly different than his employee Shar who recounts
only people in vehicles that had no injuries.
48. Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 17: Khan reported seeing people shooting from the tops of the HMMWVs as
well as out of the vehicle windows.
49. Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 18 again in Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 509: Majeed said that he went to assist the
individuals in the Prado but that the Afghan National Police (ANP) would not allow anyone near
the Prado, but Majeed watched as the ANP pulled the 3 dead bodies from the vehicle. Pg 21
Mohammad (an Afghan Civilian) said he later helped to remove 3 dead bodies from the Prado.
Pg 22 (also on Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 654) Tera Gul said that he went to the Prado and pulled Shin
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Makhai Jaji’s dead body out of the rear drivers’ side seat. Pg 25(and Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 763)
Hakmat said that he helped remove one body from the front seat and two bodies from the back
seat of the Prado. Pg 25, (also on Vol 3, Bidner 2, pg 777) Khan said that he helped remove 3
dead bodies from the Prado. Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 399 Mirwais stated that he helped carry a dead
body out of the Prado, Vol 2, Binder 2, pg 721 Hafizulamin claims he pulled Shen Makha’s body
from the Prado. In Vol 3, Binder 2 pg 405 Haji Liwani’s cousin Doulat Khan said that he went to
help his relatives that were in the Prado but that the ANP would not let Khan remove his
relative’s body from the Prado, then later after the ANP realized that Khan was a relative they
allowed him to remove his family’s bodies from the Prado. Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 640 Jan
Mohammad states that he helped remove the dead bodies from the Prado. Vol 3, Binder 2, pg
737 Waqar stated he observed the Tribal Elders remove the bodies from the Prado and take
them to the petrol pump station. Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 808 Nek Mohammad helped remove the
bodies from the Prado and placed them into a Datsun. (10 separate individuals as well as the
ANP claim they were the one that removed the bodies from the Prado).
Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 19: 3 June contact was made with the Nazyan District Center and Police
Station regarding the MSOC F patrol incident. The Police indicated that they did not initiate an
investigation into the incident and no local victims were identified.
Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 20: Sidajan claimed he was shot by the gunner of the 3rd HMMWV with 3-4
rounds into the taxi striking him in the left hand and left leg and right rear tire.
Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 22: Awal Rahman said that he was shot in the buttocks and would not allow
the investigators to take photos of the buttocks. Translation of the Ghani Khail Hospital
documents indicated that Rahman was treated on 4 Mar 2007 for lacerations to his face vice a
gunshot wound to the buttocks, furthermore there was no indication of a 14-day stay at the
hospital.
Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 23: Nazifa stated that he received a grazing wound to the side of his face,
then Nazifa changed his story and said that he was shot in the groin and was embarrassed
about his injury and had not mentioned it earlier during the initial interview.
Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 23: Khaliq said that he was shot by the Marines in the head and left side and
his sister in law was also shot.
Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 23: Waqar advised that personnel exited the 2nd HMMWV and began firing
towards some shops to the north.
Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 215: Rashidullah himself never heard any gunshots when he was working
that day at the mechanic shop and stated that he didn’t observe anyone injured but then
claimed he observed someone, “injured across the head”.
Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 228-230: on 24 May 2007, NCIS RA met with the Dihbala sub-Governor, Police
Chief, Intelligence Officer and Tribal Elder who all were aware that Bacha’s uncle was killed as a
result of the MSOC incident. On 27 May 2007, Manny (NCIS interpreter) rcvd a telephone call
from Bacha and notified him that his uncle Mirhraban Shar died on the day of the incident,
but it was not related to the MSOC investigation.
Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 231-235: Gul mentioned that the MSOC Marines thought that the Prado was
another SVBIED as well as Gul’s own car and fired on it, hitting Gul’s car in the hood, grill,
windshield, two tires and passenger seat headrest. Gul is taking anti-depressants due to the
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shooting. Gul states that all of the HMMWV occupants were shooting at him as well as that all
of the HMMWVs were shooting guns. Gul was not injured and he didn’t have any receipts of
his vehicle repairs. He also stated that the HMMWVs just drove by and didn’t stop in Spin Pul.
Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 260: Interview with Haji Qomandan, owner/driver of the Prado and
eyewitness to the alleged killing of three passengers of the Prado.
Vol 3, Binder 1, pg 273: Najeeb was tending his cows in a field that day and stated that he saw
HMMWV #1 shoot at the Prado killing the only occupant, the driver through the chest (Haji
Liwani).
Vol 2, Binder 2, pg: Khaksar reported that his vehicle which was shot by the Marines was sold
and he was unable to provide the name of the individual whom he sold the vehicle to.
Vol 2, Binder 2, Pg: 579-582: Sawar rear passenger of a Corolla taxi who alleged nephew Khan
was shot in the ankle. Sawar clearly stated twice that it was the gunner on the top of the 3rd
HMMWV who shot his nephew.
Vol 2, Binder 2, Pg 663: Qadir (passenger in a Corolla taxi), said that he was asleep in the back
seat of a taxi and awoke to the sound of gunfire and the taxi crashed into another vehicle,
causing him to injure his head and scratch his leg. Qadir lifted his pants (23 May 2007) to reveal
the location of the injury. There was no sign of an injury except for a scar on his leg, which
appeared several years old. Qadir appeared nervous during this interview and there were no
visible injures to his head. Later as Qadir was leaving, he said the accident took place 1 month
ago and he was told by the village elder to tell the Americans to say he was shot at in order to
get some money for his injuries.
Vol 2, Binder 2, pg 666 Zahidullah Kohistani, (23 May 2007) a passenger in a Corolla taxi, was
sleeping in the back seat and awoke to the sound of gunfire, that caused that taxi driver to crash
his taxi into another car, causing Hohistanin to injury his arm and foot. Kohistani appeared
very nervous during this interview and it was obvious by the timeframe that the vehicle
accident had not been caused by Coalition Forces shooting him. Later as Kohistani was leaving,
he said the accident took place 1 month ago and he was told by the village elder to tell the
Americans to say he was shot in order to get some money for his injuries.
Vol 2, Binder 2, pg 721: Hafizulamin work in the riverbed for USAID said that no workers were
armed and that they did not have a security detail. He stated that the HMMWV gunners fired
at the workers in the field and at the Prado, he also stated he assisted in pulling the body of
Shen Makha from the Prado.
Vol 2, Binder2, pg 729-731 Yar Kel (owner of a grain mill ship) stated that the SVBIED bomber
blew out his windows in his shop along with the Marines shooting his shop. He said that some of
the Marines from the turrets and others got out of the vehicles to shoot. NCIS didn’t visit his
shop or take any pictures to document if his shop was fired upon.
Vol 2, Binder 2, pg 739: Rafiq stated that he was driving his car and when the HMMWVs were
approximately 500 meters away someone on the first HMMWV threw a rock and struck Rafiq’s
vehicle causing him to crash into a tree, causing minor damage to the driver’s side of the
vehicle. Rafiq stated he didn’t observe any vehicle explosions or hear or see the convoy shoot at
any vehicles.

68. Vol 2, Binder 2, pg 742: Bakhtyar was a passenger in a taxi filled with 7 people total and the taxi
didn’t stop or pull out of the way of the convoy. Bakhtyar said that the 3rd HMMWV shot and
killed 5 passengers and wounded him in the wrist (and he immediately became unconscious
and woke up in the hospital 2 days later). After having been shot Bakhtyar stated that he
thought that the Americans were firing on his vehicle because the Americans thought it was
another SVBIED. Bakhtyar stated he saw a “boom” (from the SVBIED bomber), and “they opened
fire on the taxi I was riding in, which caused him to immediately became unconscious when he
was hit in the wrist. However, Bakhtyar changes his details much later in the interview saying
that he remembers the HMMWVs shooting at the Prado and workers in the dry riverbed.
Bakhtyar was paid $50,000 Afghanis for his injury.
69. Vol 2, Binder 2, pgs 756-761: Ala Mohamad driver of a Corolla taxi with 3 customers said he had
a passenger shot in the upper leg by the 3rd HMMWV. He said that his vehicle was shot in the
windshield, rear glass, hood, front side panels, water tank, two tires, gearbox and the A/C
system. Mohamad showed NCIS SA Chris Graham a receipt for $40,000 Afghanis. Later on pg
766 Mohamad brought his vehicle in for NCIS SA Chris Graham to examine, it was assessed that
Mohamad’s vehicle was struck by at least 2-3 bullets.
70. Vol 2, Binder 2, pg 783: Kmalahan a riverbed worker reported seeing the HMMWVs moving and
shooting in all directions.
71. Vol 2, Binder 2, pg 790-793: Gulistan a USAID/DAI worker in the riverbed stated that the
HMMWVs stopped, then opened fire on the Prado and workers in the riverbed. Gulistan stated
twice what other village elders mentioned that he believed the ISAF was “drunk”. He also
stated that the top guy ,then the other guys inside were shooting.
72. Vol 2, Binder2, 813: Bakht Mohammad initially observed the Prado vehicle 300 meters NORTH
of Highway 1. Mohammad stated that after the HMMWVs fired at the Prado, both gunners
pointed their weapons towards his direction and began shooting. Mohammad stated Haji Liwani
Qommandan had been shot in the right side of his back by his right shoulder as well as the back
of his right leg. (All other Haji Liwani casualty reports either have Haji Liwani with no injury or
with only an injury to the leg).
73. Vol 2, Binder 2, pg 833: Haji Hussin driver of a 1994 Red Corolla (first time this any red vehicle
has ever been mentioned). He stated that the gunner of the first vehicle fired at his taxi for 1-2
minutes and shot a passenger in the back seat and shot the front seat passenger in the groin.
Hussin was not asked about if he knew how to contact either passenger for NCIS to follow up
with. (pgs 841-842) NCIS inspected Hussin’s vehicle and removed the back seat cover and found
no trace of apparent blood or any type of stains. Furthermore, according to the receipts, two
side mirrors were either repaired or replaced, but Hussin failed to mention any damage to the
vehicle mirrors.
74. Vol 2, Binder 2, pgs 912-914: Summer Gul: was driving his car, heard the explosion and got out
of his car with his brother and cousin. Gul stated he heard two types of gunfire both single shot
and rapid fire. When he came back to his vehicle Gul noticed it was damaged from 15 bullet
holes. Gul said that he had a mechanic at Torkham fix the car for $120,000 Pakistani Rupees. He
said that he saw 3 people killed in the Prado.

75. Vol 2, Binder 2, pgs 919-921: Mohammad Hussain was in a taxi with his wife and two kids. He
started the interview by asking the NCIS agent if the interview was to get compensation, and
found out that it was not. Hussain later stated that he heard the explosion and was 200 meters
away travelling from Torkam to Jalalabad after the explosion the taxi driver tried to turn around
in the road and his wife was killed from an impact to the head. Hussain said that he did not see
any Coalition Vehicles nor hear any gunfire. Hussain said nobody else was injured besides his
daughter receiving some glass in her arm. Hussain didn’t see any other vehicles damaged and he
no longer maintains any bloodstained clothing.
76. Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 426: Mushraf Khan stated that the Prado was on the North side of Hwy #1.
Khan at the beginning of the interview made mention about people saying the Americans threw
a bomb at people (original report from the tribal elders). Khan said that the people told him
the bomb was thrown at a Town Ace vehicle.
77. Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 439: Haji Morad Khan was standing on the south side of Hwy 1 approximately
40-50 meters away from his uncle Shengul. According to Khan the HMMWVs shot Shengul all
up and down his body from head to toe, splitting him in half (Khan’s account of this incident is
the only account of Shengul’s death or injury). Khan also states that next to the Prado was also
a Corolla that the HMMWVs fired on also (this is also the first account of a Corolla next to the
Prado).
78. Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 453-454: Ashna Gul was driving his passenger coaster bus which he claims
that the HMMWVs started shooting and he noticed damage in the windshield and he crashed
into a tree on the side of the road. Gul said all the passengers ran out and then when he came
back to the bus it was empty. Gul was not injured and so he drove back to Jalalabad and he saw
no other vehicles damaged or injured as he drove back to Jalalabad. (pg 460 examination of
Gul’s bus). Gul did not possess any receipts for repairs and said that all the damage had been
replaced. Gul said the vehicle had one bullet hole but that in the windshield which had been
replaced, and that Gul didn’t know if the windshield was broken from a bullet or from the
crash into the tree. He also stated that he didn’t know if any of his passengers were injured or
killed.
79. Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 489-490: Askar Khan stated that he was shot in a Corolla taxi in the left hand.
His garments that he brought in had been washed and there was no sign of stain pertinent to
the investigation. His X-rays and medical records were written by Dr Barsle and are mostly
illegible.
80. Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 508: Abdul Majeed, DIA day laborer in the dry riverbed stated that there was
no security detail with the DIA team.
81. Vol 3, Binder 2, pgs 522-524: Maseed Khan working in the riverbed said he saw the men on the
tops of HMMWVs #1-#2 fire on the black Prado. Khan stated three separate times that HMMWV
#3 began to fire at the Coaster Bus and then turned towards the riverbed and shot at least 100
single shot rounds at Khan’s location.
82. Vol 3, Binder 2, pgs 534-535: Meeting with local Doctors and Elders: Elder Mohammad Zafar
representing Ghani Khail District stated that villager’s vehicles were damaged due to the
shooting but no physical injuries, Elder Syed Amin also from the Ghani Khail District
contradicted Zafar by claiming there were no damages or injuries to his people by the incident.
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Dr Akbar further stated his memory of the above incident is starting to fade but he believed
26 patients came to the hospital and 4-6 died due to wounds.
Vol 3, Binder 2, pgs 542-544: Mubarez travelling in his vehicle towards Torkham with his
brother driving a Corolla. Mubarez stated his windshield and engine received gunfire from the
HMMWVs and that he had repaired the damage but didn’t have any receipts. Mubarez stated
that he replaced the engine, radiator, rear seat, rear floor mats, inside door skins which
included an upgrade of power windows and that his brother paid for the repairs.
Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 613-614: Sindajan taxi passenger stated he was shot in the left hand and
left leg and was transported to the Ghani Khail Hospital then to the Sahatamah Hospital
where he stayed for 8 days and he stated that he does not have any medical record from the
hospital.
Vol 3, Binder 2, pgs 632-635: Qudratullah who was 300meters from the Spin Pul Bridge and said
that the first 2 HMMWVs were both shooting rapid fire “everywhere” including in the
direction of the main road towards Torkham (this would be actually firing back at the rest of
the convoy).
Vol 3, Binder 2, pgs 646-647: Humayun, owns and operates an auto repair shop in Jalalabad
City. Humayun told Sacha Gul that he would fix his Coaster. Gul asked for the roof to be
repaired and Humayun said that would require the entire Coaster to be repainted. Humayun
did not see any bullet holes in the Coaster but repaired the Coaster. Gul asked Humayun for 3
receipts. A receipt for $35,000 Pakistani Rupees and two blank receipts that Gul said would be
filled out in English and Pashto in order for the American or the ANA to pay for the damage.
Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 660: Awal Rahman, a 10-year old boy who after exiting the flying coach taxi
was shot in the buttocks that went through one side and out of the other side but had fully
recovered within 3 months. Faza Rahman would not allow Awal Rahman’s injury to his buttocks
be photographed. Pg 670 stated that Awal Rahman was a patient at the Ghani Khail Hospital
and was treated for lacerations to the face and nothing pertaining to a gunshot wound to the
buttocks.
Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 680: Mubarez’s wife Nazifa stated to NCIS that in fact her husband was not
shot. When questioned later Mubarez stated a bullet grazed him in the groin area and he was
embarrassed to provide any information and would not allow NCIS to photograph the injury.
Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 710: Abdul Khaliq stated that the first 3 HMMWVs fired at their vehicle (blue
Corolla) and hit him in the head and left side. Khaliq was provided simple first aid (sewing his
head and bandages) at the Ghani Khel Hospital.
Vol 3, Binder 2, pg 736: Waqar’ s Tribal Elder told him to come and make a statement. Waqar
said that he saw the HMMWVs turret gunners and dismounts fire at the Prado.

